
INSTALLATION TIPS: 

CAUTION: This document is not intended to be a substitute for 
proper training. For additional service or installation information 
refer to a Tecumseh Hermetic Compressor Service Data Book 
available on-line at www.Tecumseh.com. 
1.  Upon receipt of product, check for shipping damage. Report 

damage immediately to carrier to process a damage claim. 
2.  Check that voltage, phase, frequency, and refrigerant on the 

nameplate are correct for the intended use.  
NOTE: Determining the application and suitability for use of any 
product is the responsibility of the installer/end user. The installer/
end user is responsible for verifying dimensional data on the ac-
tual product prior to beginning any installation preparations. Due 
to ongoing product improvements, Tecumseh reserves the right 
to change design, specifications, performance data, materials, 
and dimensions. All products meet applicable agency certifica-
tions in effect on date of manufacture; however, certifications are 
not necessarily granted for the life of a product. Therefore, it is 
the responsibility of the end user to determine whether a specific 
model meets any required agency certifications. 

3.  Air Cooled Condensing Unit Placement and Care: 
•  Locate the unit such that the face of the Condenser coil is at 

least one coil width away from any obstructions.
•  Air entering the Condenser does not exceed 110°F (43°C).
•  Periodically clean the condenser of dirt and grease.

4.  Water Cooled Condensing Unit Placement and Care: 
•  Water leaving the condenser should not exceed 95°F (35°C). 

This will prevent mineral deposits and early condenser replacement. 
•  For normal operation the water valve must be set to maintain 

a head pressure no higher than: 
i. 150 PSIG (1136 KPa) for R12 and R134a 
ii. 265 PSIG (1928 KPa) for R22 and R502
iii. 305 PSIG (2204 KPa) for R404A and R507 

•  If the supply water pressure is above 80 PSIG (653 KPa), a 
pressure reducer MUST be installed ahead of the condenser 
inlet so that the water valve will work properly. 

•  Installation with water towers or evaporative coolers and 
closed loop systems should have bleed valves and sediment 
traps to prevent fouling the condenser with suspended matter.

5.  Interconnecting suction and liquid lines must be properly sized 
in order to maintain adequate refrigerant velocities. Properly 
sized lines will limit pressure drops to acceptable levels and 
ensure good oil return to the compressor. Refer to Tecumseh 
Service Handbook for Refrigerant line sizing charts. 

Interconnecting piping may not necessarily be the same size as 
the suction and liquid line connections on the condensing unit or 
evaporator, and may require adaptor coupling at the condensing 
unit or evaporator line connections. When possible slope the suc-
tion line towards the condensing unit.
6.  Installation of a sight glass and liquid line filter/drier is strongly 

recommended.
7.  When servicing equipment do not vent refrigerant. Recover 

refrigerant using certified recovery/reclamation equipment. 

LEAK TESTING AND SYSTEM CHARGING: 

1.  Tecumseh Products Condensing Units are shipped with a dry 
nitrogen or dry air holding charge. Purge the holding charge prior 
to any brazing or system evacuation. Do not leave the unit open 
to the atmosphere. To do so will contaminate the oil and cause 
excessive evacuation time, and could cause premature failure. 

2.  Leak test with regulated dry nitrogen or dry nitrogen plus trace 
amounts of nameplate refrigerant to a pressure not to exceed 
150 PSIG (1136 KPa) or marked low side design pressure. 
Repair any leaks and leak test again. 

3.  Once the system is leak free, evacuate from both sides of the 
system to at least 1000 microns for one hour. The vacuum 
levels should be measured with an electronic gauge. Do not 
use the compressor as a vacuum pump, and do not apply 
power to the compressor under deep vacuum. Either can 
cause damage to the compressor. 

4.  Break the vacuum with dry nitrogen to a positive pressure. Re-
peat the evacuation a second time, holding the vacuum to 1000 
microns for 15 minutes. 

5.   After isolating the vacuum pump from the system, then break 
the vacuum to a positive pressure using nameplate refrigerant 
con-nected to the liquid line. Add as much liquid refrigerant as 
possible into the liquid line up to but not exceeding the correct 
system charge. 

6.   Complete the charging process by starting the compressor and 
add the charge balance into the suction side of the system. 
Important: Liquid refrigerant should not enter the compressor 
directly. Liquid should be put into an accumulator inlet if one is 
present. On sys¬tems without an accumulator the liquid should 
enter the suction line through a metering device such as a cap-
illary or an orifice. Note: single part refrigerants such as R12, 
R134a, R22 and R502 can be added in the gas phase. Two part 
refrigerants such as R404A and R507 MUST be added in the 
liquid state to avoid altering the composition.

Never install, service, repair, or troubleshoot an air conditioning or refrigeration system unless you are a qualified, professional 
service person.  Always follow local and national codes.

ELECTROCUTION AND COMPRESSOR TERMINAL VENTING HAZARDS!
Oil and refrigerant can spray from compressor electrical terminals and be ignited by electricity or other sources of ignition. To 
avoid serious injury or death from electrocution or compressor terminal venting with ignition:

1.  Disconnect electrical power before removing the protective cover of any electrical terminal.
2.  Never re-connect electrical power unless the protective covers of all electrical terminals are securely fastened.
3.  Never operate condensing unit or connect electrical power, unless it is connected to ground. 

COMPRESSOR EXPLOSION HAZARD! 
Never expose system to leak test pressures greater than 150 PSIG (1136 KPa). Never overcharge system.
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